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Abstract: The recent expansion in the use of mobile communication and navigation devices has fueled the demand for more energy-

efficient and lower power implementations without compromising performance. A critical aspect of lowering the overall power 

consumption is the process of converting power from the battery to the various loads in the system. However, the large noise-sensitive 

RF content in communication and navigation devices is limiting the use of efficient energy conversion schemes, such as switching 

power converters, due to the significant switching noise associated with such schemes, which degrades the performance of RF circuits.  

This forces the use of inefficient, but low-noise schemes, such as linear power converters, leading to much higher power consumption. 

This presentation will discuss various power conversion techniques that are commonly used for powering noise-sensitive analog/RF 

loads and the advantages and shortcomings of each of them. The presentation will then introduce the results of recent research 

activities at PMRL that focus on the development of RF-friendl switching power converters for direct powering of noise-sensitive 

analog/RF loads. We propose a new switching mechanism for buck converters that completely eliminates periodic switching noise at 

the output of the converter, leading to a spur-free operation. This enables powering noise sensitive RF PAs directly from buck 

converters without compromising mixing or interference specifications. Moreover, the proposed switching mechanism leads to a 

significant reduction in EMI without requiring any special filtering or compromising the efficiency of the converter. The theoretical 

basis along with experimental results of the proposed design will also be discussed. 
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